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about ttff

Run by the non-profit 
filmmakers collaborative, 
FILMCO, the trinidad+tobago 
film festival (ttff) celebrates 
films from and about the 
Caribbean and its diaspora, 
as well as from world cinema, 
through an annual festival 
and year-round screenings. 
In addition, the ttff seeks 
to facilitate the growth of 
Caribbean cinema by offering 
a wide-ranging industry 
programme and networking 
opportunities.

FILMCO board

chairman
Derwin M Howell
founding member/director
Dion Boucaud
founding member/director
Mariel Brown
founding member/director
Danielle Diefenthaller
founding member/director
Lesley-Anne Macfarlane
director
Saffrey Brown
director
Gian Franco
director
Elizabeth Solomon

FILMCO team

interim executive director 
Mariel Brown
finance coordinator
Gabriella Khoza
technical coordinator
Soraya Moolchan
industry programme 
coordinators 
Catherine Emmanuel 
+ Teneille Newallo
social media coordinator 
Neala Bhagwansigh
webmaster 
Shaun Rambaran
graphic designer 
Richard Mark Rawlins
new media curator
Melanie Archer
office administrator 
Kamille-Ann Lynch-Griffith
programmes assistant 
Mikayla Almandoz
copyeditor 
Melissa Richards
media booker 
Deena Daniels
volunteers 
Chelsea Bhajan, 
Karyn Diaz,  Molly Fawcett 
and Catherine Sforza

sponsors+partners

signature sponsor

leading sponsors

contributing sponsor

programming partners
Cinemartinique
FIFAC
FilmTT
Mexican Embassy
US Embassy

venue partner
Granderson Lab
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planning a film festival 
during a pandemic… 
again

With the pandemic showing 
no signs of going away, we 
approached the 2021 edition of 
the trinidad+tobago film festival 
determined to fully embrace the 
online space for the second year 
in a row. In this regard, from the 
outset we built the full festival 
programme and designed our 
sponsor benefits around the 
online space.

Our strategy was to utilise 
multiple avenues for connecting 
filmmakers with audiences, 
and students with mentors; for 
building brand visibility for our 
sponsors/ partners and the 
festival itself. During the festival 
we had daily informal filmmaker 
chats live streamed over our 
Instagram channel; more in 
depth talks, filmmaker Q&As 
and presentations were live-
streamed to Facebook, YouTube 
and our website homepage 
(ttfilmfestival.com); we had two 
veteran question and answer 
sessions via Zoom; workshops 
and masterclasses were held on 
Zoom also. We tried to make it 
as easy as possible for folks to 
connect with us and each other!

We were so pleased to 
welcome back our core 
sponsors: the National Gas 
Company of Trinidad and 
Tobago, Republic Bank Ltd, 

Shell Trinidad and Tobago 
Ltd, NLCB and FilmTT, 
as this allowed us to raise 
approximately TT$800,000 in 
sponsorship – just over double 
what we raised in 2020.

Our stellar programme of 
industry events included talks, 
presentations, Infosessions, 
workshops and masterclasses. 
In all, we held 21 events, with 
Trinidad and Tobago and foreign 
facilitators (several of whom had 
won major international awards), 
with programming partners 
FilmTT and the US Embassy. 

After discussions with one 
of our Board members, we 
decided to switch our online 
platform provider from Shift 
72 (whom we worked with in 
2020) to Eventive. This offered 
a substantial cost savings, 
and improved user experience. 
In addition, it became clear 
that Eventive had a greater 
understanding of the needs of 
film festivals, with their back 
end responsive to the many 
requirements of our festival 
– including the ability to host 
live events within the platform, 
which was the ideal solution for 
our post-screening Q&A on the 
opening night.  

Once again, we offered patrons 
the option of paying for films 
online (using credit cards and 
online bank transfers) or in 
person (for cash payments). 
We also brought back the five 

films for the price four offer, 
which performed well. 

The above notwithstanding, we 
have not been able to attract 
the audience numbers for our 
paid online screenings as we 
enjoy for our free online event, 
WatchAMovieOnUs. Indeed, 
the viewing audience for ttff/21 
was smaller than the audience 
for ttff/20. Although this was 
disappointing for our team, 
it’s understandable when you 
consider a number of factors:

1. Covid malaise – people 
have grown increasingly fed-
up of having to source all their 
entertainment online
2. As the recession in Trinidad 
deepens, our audience has 
less disposable income for 
things such as entertainment
3. With the protracted State 
of Emergency and lockdown 
in Trinidad and Tobago, 
there was a definite sense 
that the general public was 
depressed, and less inclined 
to seek out enjoyment
4. Differing filmmaker geo-
tagging restrictions made 
it difficult to effectively 
promote all of the titles in 
the festival, as many of the 
films had specific and unique 
restrictions. We have learned 
that in 2022, we will have 
to stipulate that all films 
accepted to the festival must 
be available online to users 
across the CARICOM region
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Our hope is that in 2022 we will be able to return to a physical 
festival as, two years in, our need for community and sharing in 
a physical setting grows increasingly urgent. However, should 
this not be possible, we must seriously consider the possibility of 
offering free online screenings of some, if not all the films to bring 
longtime audiences back to us. We must also have a plan (and 
budget) to include physical advertising in high-traffic areas and in 
the traditional media to build visibility and awareness of the festival 
beyond our social media reach.

1150
unique views
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horace ové: a retrospective 
Presented with the support of the National Gas Company of 
Trinidad and Tobago (NGC), this year’s retrospective sought 
to honour and celebrate the work of vanguard Trinidad and 
Tobago director and photographer, Horace Ové, with free online 
screenings of some of his most recognised and important films: 
“Baldwin’s Nigger”, “King Carnival”, “Pressure”, “Playing Away”, 
“The Ghost of Hing King Estate” and “Black Safari” (which he 
didn’t direct but in which he had a starring on-screen role). 

ttff special programme highlights

Six Horace Ové 
films programmed
Total views: 229

#watchamovieonus carnival edition
With the support of the National Gas Company of Trinidad & 
Tobago, we were able to further build on the WatchAMovieOnUs 
brand by presenting the WAMOU carnival edition through the 
trinidad+tobago film festival. Our team curated a series of Carnival-
centric films, based loosely around the chronology of Trinidad and 
Tobago’s annual celebrations. Films which explored or featured 
stick-fighting, blue devil mas, calypso, soca and pan, as well as 
pretty mas were included in the series.

This iteration of WAMOU was a global affair, with all the films 
available to anyone, anywhere in the world. From 07 feb – 14 feb 
2021, ttff streamed ten trinidad+tobago film festival favourites for 
FREE, via https://ttfilmfestival.com. Films were made available to 
viewers around the world for 24 hours each (midnight to midnight). 

In all, there were close to 10,000 views of the films, with reach on 
social media at 282,000 people.

10,000 views282,000 people

SOCIAL MEDIA
REACH

VIEWS OF THE
FILMS
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“Really enjoying the coverage.. this is definitely making up for me not being 
back home. Thank you 

“Thank you TTFF. I truly enjoyed this. I also made it required viewing for my 
postgraduate class on Dynamics of Caribbean Culture.”

“Thank you so much for a wonderful selection... really enjoyed my evenings 
chillin’ out to these. #Trinihaverealtalent 

“Yaay! Thanks for opening the digital borders

“I’ll be watching, much love from Morocco

“I’ll be watching from southern Africa!”

“Thank you TTFF and NGC for making these films available

“Absolutely loved it!!! It made such a difference in lockdown here in 
London!!! Wonderful films, perfect stream - pure enjoyment. Thank you so 
much it was very much appreciated!!!!”

“Thank you thank you thank you from Montreal, Quebec”

a sample of audience feedback
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crunching the numbers
See below the summary of social media activity leading up to and during WAMOU carnival edition. [Final data compiled 15-17.02.21] 

series comparisons

summary of WAMOU carnival edition user country of origin 

GLOSSARY
REACH: Total number of individual accounts that viewed posts
ENGAGEMENT: (Likes, Comments, Shares, Saves) The number of times viewers interacted with posts on FB, IG and TW.

FACEBOOK INSTAGRAM TWITTER TOTALS

POSTS 52 32 44 128

REACH 200,185 38,067 4,382 282,0783

ENGAGEMENT 12,790 4,684 1,642 19,116

SHARES 1,086 742 231 2,059

SM POSTS REACH ENGAGEMENT SHARES

POSTS 128 282,073 19,116 2,059

REACH 133 156,085 11,390 1,353

ENGAGEMENT 126 246,781 23,234 1,601

Trinidad &
Tobago

Antigua &
Barbuda

Haiti

United
Kingdom

Jamaica

Grenada

Saint 
Vincent

and 
Grenadines

Germany

Barbados

Saint
Lucia

United
States

France

Guyana

Belize

Canada

Netherlands
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WAMOU on Vimeo

Although the WAMOU carnival films were embedded and viewed via the ttfilmfestival website, they were housed on Vimeo, hence the 
analytics below.

GLOSSARY
• Plays/ Views: The number of sessions in which a person has hit the play button on a video. Note, the actual number of plays views  
  s likely much higher!  It’s impossible to determine how many people are watching the film on a unique user’s device. In other words,     
  a family of five could watch a film on one computer, but this would only count as one unique user and one view.
• Loads/ Impressions: The number of times the player is loaded with this video.
• Unique Viewers: The number of people who have watched a video on a particular day. Note, the actual number of plays views is  
  likely much higher!  It’s impossible to determine how many people are watching the film on a unique user’s device. In other words, a  
  family of five could watch a film on one computer, but this would only count as one unique user and one view.

curfew cinema

As became evident with #WatchAMovieOnUs, the pandemic 
has created opportunities for reaching online film-watching 
audiences, and we have been exploring different models through 
the tt film festival website. In July and August 2021, we curated 
and screened our first ever Curfew Cinema series – a pay-per-
view online screening service featuring many Trinidad and Tobago 
feature films with worldwide availability. Curfew Cinema continued 
in the post-festival period, becoming ‘Weekend Cinema’ once the 
State of Emergency came to an end. It will be an ongoing pay-
per-view series offered through the ttfilmfestival website, as an 
additional revenue stream for FILMCO and filmmakers alike.

FILM PLAYS/ VIEWS LOADS/ IMPRESSIONS UNIQUE VIEWERS

No Bois Man No Fraid 1174 3290 541

Mystic Fighters 759 2123 361

Jab! The Blue Devils of 
Paramin

918 2296 397

Play the Devil 826 2260 381

Bazodee 2549 6048 1142

After Mas/ Dying Swan/ 
Paradise Lost

1167 3394 507

Soca Power in 
Trinidad & Tobago

869 2263 385

Pan Our Music Odyssey
1120 3032 470
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limin’ live
Limin’ Live is an informal, 20-minute, one-on-one chat, with creative 
and film industry folks, about the art, business, joys and challenges 
of working in film and television. Designed to be livestreamed via 
@ttfilmfestival Instagram channel, the ttff/21 edition of limin’ 
live was supported by Shell Trinidad and Tobago Ltd, with festival 
filmmakers and guests in conversation with our vivacious, movie-
loving host, Tracy J. Hutchings, every day for the duration of the 
festival!

16 filmmakers interviewed over 
seven days
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call for submissions

The ttff/21 public call for submissions opened 
04 February, 2021 and closed 31 May, 
2021. For transparency, we accepted film 
submissions exclusively through the online 
portal, Film Freeway, and promoted the call 
through the trinidad+tobago film festival social 
media platforms, as well as the ttff website and 
electronic mailers. We also instituted modest 
submission fees on the platform (for the second 
time) to dissuade junk submissions (i.e. films that 
in no way meet our stated criteria) and provide 
another valuable source of foreign exchange (as 
Film Freeway payments are made in USD).

Once again, and with the challenges of the 
pandemic in mind, we offered filmmakers a longer 
submission window within which to complete 
their films and apply. However, the extension 
to 31 May created a ripple effect that pushed 
our timelines back by approximately two, crucial 
weeks, and a lengthy film selection process 
exacerbated this lateness, which put pressure on 
the rest of the festival planning, and production 
of the print guide. The lesson from this is that the 
submissions period must end in mid-May, with the 
selection process completed by the end of the 
first week of July for the latest. 

The data gathered through the Film Freeway 
platform indicates global awareness of the 
trinidad+tobago film festival, as illustrated 
by the countries from which we received 
submissions. The following graphic indicates the 
top nine countries.

United States

United Kingdom

France Cuba

Canada

Mexico

Trinidad and Tobago

Jamaica

Dominican Republic

46

12

9

40

11

9

16

9

8
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programming team

We made our first public call for applications to become a film 
festival programmer this year. Our hope is to continue to build the 
transparency of the festival’s operations, while considering the 
role of festival programmers in a more strategic way. We worked 
with a programming committee of five persons in 2021, Dr Bruce 
Paddington (ttff founder), Danielle Dieffenthaller and BC Pires, 
with two new programmers coming to us through our public call: 
Ivonne Cotorruelo and Xavier Pillai. By extending our programming 
committee to people outside of the Caribbean, we have significantly 
widened the net both in terms of the films we can curate, and in 
terms of bringing greater international visibility to our Caribbean 
films. Programmers tend to work on contract for many film festivals 
simultaneously, and our hope is that they will be able to programme 
some of our Caribbean films for inclusion in the festivals at which 
they work. For example, we have heard from our ttff/21 programmer, 
Ivonne Cotorruelo, that she has recommended several films she 
discovered at ttff to other film festivals, including: ‘Candela’, ‘Perfume 
de Gardenias’, ‘Subjects of Desire’, ‘Becky’ and ‘Negra’, and we 
hope to expand on this in the coming years. We will likely put out 
another call for programmers in 2022, to bring another international 
programmer with associations to high-profile film festivals into the 
fold.

selected films

Of the 238 films which were submitted, we programmed 120 films 
for ttff/21 across several categories. However, the reduced number 
of submissions made it necessary for us to curate more feature 
length documentary and narrative films. While we had more features 
this year than in 2020, we would ideally like for the films to come to 
us primarily through submissions. 

During our team post mortem, the question of visibility and 
promotion of selected films was raised, partly due to our concern 
that we weren’t able to give all the films the kind of promotional push 
and visibility that they needed through our social media channels 
and press networks. As we look towards our 2022 edition with the 
hope of returning to physical, in person screenings, accommodating 
such a large number of films in a one-week festival becomes even 
more of a challenge. With this in mind, we have decided to reduce 
the overall number of selected films to a maximum of 100, as we 
believe that this will give each film more visibility both in terms of 
promotion and exhibition.

films submitted films programmed

238 120
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23 
Narrative 

films, 
short

1 
Embassy
Selection

18
Documentary 

films, 
short

14 
New Media 

films

2
Narrative 

films, 
medium 
length

9 
Documentary 

films, 
medium 
length

13
Student 

films

8 
Narrative 

films, 
feature 
length

11 
Documentary 

films, 
feature

11 
Panorama 

films

6
Retrospective

Films

breakdown of films by the numbers

feature films

While we programmed some incredibly strong feature-length 
narrative and documentary films in 2021, we continue to see the 
consequences of the lack of funding opportunities for Trinidad and 
Tobago filmmakers, as once again, there was only one feature film 
from T&T programmed at ttff/21 – a community/ micro-budget film. 
We have been working to try to bring some funding solutions for 
filmmakers, and are partnering with the European Film Market, 
EFM (which takes place alongside the prestigious Berlinale festival 
in Berlin, Germany) to send two projects to their 2022 market in 
the hopes that those projects will be able to attract international 
funding. The FILMCO Board of Directors has also convened a film 
financing working group to devise solutions for filmmakers seeking 
financing.
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juries and prizes

With additional sponsorship, we were able to offer trophies and 
small cash prizes as awards for winning filmmakers in 2021. 
Awards are crucial to filmmakers, as they help to gauge how films 
may perform in the wider festival circuit, and can also be important 
marketing tools that help build the visibility of films, whether they are 
selected for competition, or win awards. 

Films in juried competitions were rigorously discussed and 
dissected before being selected by the ttff/21 programming team. 
They had to be unanimously agreed by the five programmers. Then 
the shortlist of films in competition was sent on to the various juries, 
who watched, scored (based on a scoresheet we provided) and 
deliberated on all the films. Scores for each film were added up and 
films with the highest aggregate scores were declared winners. The 
best Trinidad & Tobago film was decided based on the aggregated 
scores of the combined juries.

We were excited to be able to bring back the people’s choice award 
for best Trinidad and Tobago film, as the Eventive online platform 
included a function which allowed users to vote for their favourite 
films after watching them. The platform’s algorithm then aggregated 
the votes and selected a winner! 

the youth jury

Under the mentorship of film critic and ttff/20 festival programmer, 
BC Pires, the Youth Jury is an annual programme which allows 
young people to take part in reasoned, if passionate, debate about 
film. Many jury members have gone on to study film at university 
and several now work in the industry. The Youth Jury has proved 
to be a gateway and developmental path for young future film 
industry professionals. Following a national call, the five jurors 
were selected on the basis of the strength of their applications. 
The Youth Jury viewed and considered for award recognition, films 
which focused on young protagonists dealing with coming-of-age 
issues, challenges and triumphs. 

The films shortlisted for the Youth Jury award were:
• Beguiling Visions, directed by Emile A. Mena
• Dorlis, directed by Enricka Moutou
• The Forgotten Boys, directed by Alexandra Warner
• Lovena, directed by Olivier Sagne
• Mano Santa, directed by Stephanie Camacho Casillas
• Recoger el Viento (Pick Up The Wind), directed by       
  Amir Aether Valen
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films in competition
BEST NARRATIVE FEATURE FILM
Akilla’s Escape, directed by Charles Officer
Bantú mama, directed by Ivan Herrera
Candela, directed by Andrés Farías
Liborio, directed by Nino Martínez Sosa
Perfume de gardenias (Perfume of Gardenias), 
directed by Macha Colón

BEST DOCUMENTARY FEATURE FILM
Atardi: The life of Curaçao’s musical genius Rudy Plaate, 
directed by Selwyn de Wind
Dentro da minha pele (In My Skin), directed by 
Toni Venturi + Val Gomes
El último out (The Last Out), directed by 
Sami Khan + Michael Gassert
Entre perro y lobo (Between Dog and Wolf), 
directed by Irene Gutiérrez
Negra, directed by Medhin Tewolde Serrano
Option Zero, directed by Marcel Beltran

BEST NARRATIVE SHORT FILM
Dorlis, directed by Enricka Moutou
Lovena, directed by Olivier Sagne
Mano Santa, directed by Stephanie Camacho Casillas
Projet H (Project H), directed by Maharaki
Rafameia (Riff-Raff), directed by Mariah Teixeira + Nanda Félix

BEST DOCUMENTARY SHORT FILM
407 Jou (407 days), directed by Éléonore Coyette
Becky, directed by Nicola Cross
Écoutez le battement de nos images (Listen To the Beat of 
Our Images), directed by Audrey Jean-Baptiste 
+ Maxime Jean-Baptiste
The Forgotten Boys, directed by Alexandra Warner
IntranQu’îllités, directed by Edward Owles
Madame Pipi, directed by Rachelle Salnave

BEST TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO FILM
Becky, directed by Nicola Cross
The Forgotten Boys, directed by Alexandra Warner
The Interview, directed by Ayana Harper

BEST NEW MEDIA WORK
Back in the Island, by Amanda Valle
Entre Puerto Rico y Richmond: Women in Resistance Shall 
Not Be Moved, by Alicia Diaz
Errantry, by Simon Benjamin   
Fouyé Zétwal (Plowing the Stars), by Wally Fall
Rhythms of Trinidad, by Andreas Antonopoulos

BEST STUDENT FILM
The Interview, directed by Ayana Harper
Juana, directed by José Antonio Martínez
Musgo (Moss), directed by Alexandra Guimarães 
+ Gonçalo L. Almeida
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the juries
In much the same way that building the programming committee needs to be considered strategically, so too does the selection of the various 
juries. International jurors with major festival connections help to build visibility for the trinidad+tobago film festival, while regional and local 
jurors allow us to build partnerships and important relationships with our neighbours. Once again, the ttff/21 juries were composed of artists, 
filmmakers and film administrators, all of whom work at the top of their respective fields. 

narrative jury

Vashti Anderson
Vashti Anderson is a filmmaker based in 
Brooklyn, NY. Her background includes 
an MFA in Film from New York University, 
independent film and television crewing 
experience in New York City, and an award-
winning filmmaking and writing career. Her 
recent narrative feature film, “Moko Jumbie”, 
had its world premiere at LA Film Festival 
and ended its festival run at Edinburgh 
International Film Festival, also screening 
at Bentonville, Curaçao International Film 
Festival Rotterdam, Caribbean Film Series at 
BAMcinematek, ttff and others.
 

Diana Cadavid
Diana Cadavid is a Colombian/Canadian 
curator of film and new media, with wide 
experience in international film festivals. 
She’s currently the artistic director of the 
Los Angeles Latino International Film Festival 
(LALIFF) and the Festival Internacional de 
Cine de Cali (FICCALI) and Ibero–American 
programmer for the Toronto International Film 
Festival (TIFF). 

Kareem Mortimer
Kareem Mortimer is a Bahamian director of 
narrative films, documentaries, music videos, 
commercials and experimental films. He 
believes in creating unique, powerful and 
beautiful images that resonate with audiences 
long after being seen. His films have been 
distributed in 40 countries with airings on 
PBS, Aspire, Showtime, NBC, Logo and 
Canal 22.
 

documentary jury

Jonathan Ali
Jonathan Ali is a film curator and programmer. 
Based in London, he is director of 
programming for Third Horizon Film Festival in 
Miami, Florida. He is a programme consultant 
for Sheffield DocFest and London’s Open 
City Documentary Festival; a programmer 
for the experimental Alchemy Film and 
Moving Image Festival in Scotland; and a 
programmer for the international features 
section of Tribeca Film Festival.

Selwyn Jacob
Selwyn Jacob joined the National Film 
Board’s BC & Yukon Studio in 1997 and 
went on to produce over 50 NFB films. His 
many credits include “Crazywater”, directed 
by Inuvialuit filmmaker Dennis Allen; “Hue: 
A Matter of Colour”, directed by Vic Sarin 
and “Mighty Jerome”, written and directed by 
Charles Officer. Jacob’s most recent feature 
documentary credits include Mina Shum’s 
“Ninth Floor” about the infamous Sir George 
Williams Riot of 1969, which was selected 
for TIFF’s 2015 annual top ten list of Best 
Canadian Films.

Karen McMullen
Karen McMullen is a features programmer 
at Tribeca Film Festival and DOC NYC Film 
Festival, director of programming at the TIDE 
Film Festival, and screens for Sundance Film 
Festival. She’s a juror at the Pan African and 
Bentonville Film Festivals, Black Public Media 
and the Cinema Eye Honors. 
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new media jury

Dr. Daniela Fifi
Dr. Daniela Fifi is an art educator and curator 
who has worked in museums and galleries 
in the Caribbean and US. She is the former 
chief curator at the National Art Gallery of 
the Bahamas and former curatorial specialist 
at The National Museum and Art Gallery 
of Trinidad and Tobago. She is a doctoral 
graduate in Art and Art Education at Teachers 
College, Columbia University and holds a 
Bachelor of Fine Arts from Pratt Institute, 
New York and a Master of Arts in Art Gallery 
and Museum Studies from the University of 
Manchester, UK. 

Zak Ové
Zak Ové is a British/Caribbean artist with a 
multidisciplinary practice across sculpture, 
film and photography. His work is informed, 
in part, by the history and lore carried through 
the African diaspora to the Caribbean, 
Britain and beyond, with particular focus 
on traditions of masking and masquerade 
as tools of self emancipation. Ové’s solo 
presentation “The Invisible Man and The 
Masque of Blackness” – 40  sculptures 
exhibited alongside works by Rodin – was 
on view in the B. Gerald Cantor Sculpture 
Garden at LACMA, Los Angeles, CA from 
(2019). Ové has presented solo sculpture 
installations in the Great Hall at the British  
Museum, London, UK; San Francisco Civic 
Centre, San Francisco, CA; Forecourt  
of Somerset House, London; The Ford 
Foundation, NY; The Royal Ontario Museum, 
Toronto; and The Slavery Museum, Liverpool 
among others. 

Oneika Russell 
Oneika Russell is a Jamaican artist whose 
current art practice focuses on investigating 
the trope of the othered native within 
the paradigm of “paradise” and tourism 
industries. Russell’s major presentations 
include “At the Crossroads: Critical Film and 
Video from the Caribbean” at Perez Museum 
of Art Miami in 2016 and the 2018 Dakar 
Biennial. 
 

student films jury

Carver Bacchus 
Carver Bacchus has worked as a 
communications consultant since 2008 and 
has created documentaries, animations, 
corporate videos and communications 
programmes for a wide range of clients, 
including the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations (FAO), 
the United Nations Development Programme. 
He is the founder and managing director 
of Sustain T&T, a not-for-profit focused on 
environmental and economic sustainability 
education. He is also the founder and festival 
director of Green Screen, the Environmental 
Film Festival, the only environmental and 
sustainability-themed film festival in the 
English-speaking Caribbean. 

Asha Lovelace
Asha Lovelace made her directing debut 
with the short film, “George and the Bicycle 
Pump”, then produced and directed the 
feature film, “Joebell and America”, based 
on a short story by her father, renowned 
writer Earl Lovelace. A former lecturer at 
the University of the West Indies, part of 
Lovelace’s focus has been on developing a 
more distinct Caribbean vision and aesthetic 
in film. Founder/festival director of Africa Film 
Trinidad and Tobago (AFTT), Asha is also the 
regional secretary for the Caribbean diaspora 
of the Pan African Federation of Filmmakers 
(FEPACI) .
 
 

Annette Nias
Annette Nias is film commissioner with the 
National Cultural Foundation in Barbados. For 
the past five decades she has played roles 
which include performer, director, producer 
and stage manager at many concerts, plays, 
musicals, festivals, fashion shows, film and 
television productions, etc., in Barbados and 
abroad. 
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jury prizes
BEST NARRATIVE FEATURE FILM
sponsored by NGC
Perfume de Gardenias, dir. Macha Colón

BEST DOCUMENTARY FEATURE FILM
sponsored by NGC
Option Zero, dir. Marcel Beltran

BEST NARRATIVE SHORT FILM
sponsored by Republic Bank Ltd 
Rafameia, dir. Mariah Teixeira + Nanda Félix

BEST DOCUMENTARY SHORT FILM
sponsored by Shell
Écoutez le battement de nos images, dir. Audrey Jean-Baptiste + 
Maxime Jean-Baptiste

BEST TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO FILM
sponsored by NLCB
Becky, dir. Nicola Cross

BEST NEW MEDIA WORK
Rhythms of Trinidad, by Andreas Antonopoulos

BEST STUDENT FILM
Juana, dir. José Antonio Martinez

BEST FILM AS DECIDED BY A YOUTH JURY
Lovena, dir. Olivier Sagne

PEOPLE’S CHOICE AWARD FOR BEST T&T FILM
The Interview, dir. Ayana Harper
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opening night film
 
The programming committee unanimously selected two, strong, 
Spanish language films for the opening night of ttff/21. We 
programmed a short and a feature length film, and held a post-
screening q+a with the filmmakers, which was moderated by 
Trinidadian filmmaker, Kafi Kareem. Unfortunately, ticket sales for the 
opening night were not what we would have hoped for, with overall 
views of the film package at 63 – a substantial loss of audience in 
comparison to the ttff/20 opening night film, 501 Not Out. What we 
learned from this is that at least one of the opening night films should, 
ideally, be made in or about Trinidad and Tobago. This is a crucial 
note for 2022’s festival, which has already been conveyed to the 
programming committee. 
 
 
Mano Santa
Director: Stephanie Camacho Casillas
2020/ Puerto Rico
Narrative short/ 13 minutes
Trindad and Tobago premiere

Don Isidoro, better known as “Mano Santa” in his hometown, shelters 
his grandson for a few days after he runs away from home.

Candela
Director: Andrés Farías
2020/ Dominican Republic
Narrative feature/ 82 minutes
Trinidad and Tobago premiere

A hurricane threatens the Caribbean. As if driven by its swirls, the 
lives of three strangers become intertwined in the streets of Santo 
Domingo: Sera Penablanca, a girl from Dominican high society who 
goes to the slums every night to interact with strangers; Lieutenant 
Pérez, a corrupt policeman who investigates a case in an attempt 
to repair the broken relationship with his daughter; and Candela, a 
performer from a downmarket cabaret seeking justice. The three are 
united by the mysterious death of Renato Castrate, poet and drug 
dealer.
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industry programme 
Our ttff/21 industry programme was the most ambitious that we (FILMCO) have undertaken since taking over the running of the festival in 
2019. With 21 industry events scheduled (as opposed to the 10 events which took place in 2020), we set ourselves the challenge of creating 
meaningful and useful programming for film industry folks at all stages of their careers. We also tried to offer opportunities for learning at 
different price points, with our presentations, infosession and ttff talks livestreamed on Facebook and YouTube free of charge. 

For maximum exposure and visibility, we offered our upper level sponsors branding across promotional posts for specific, themed industry 
events as well as on their respective industry event backdrops as follows:

• NGC: 2 ttff talks + 3 workshops
• Republic Bank Ltd: 5 presentations
• Shell Trinidad and Tobago: limin’ live +7 panels
• FilmTT: 2 masterclasses
• US Embassy: 2 masterclasses + 2 ask the veteran sessions

with josé maría 
cabral director, 
screenwriter + 
producer
wed 22, thurs 23, 
fri 24 sept, 
1.00pm-2.30pm (est)

open to international participants
#ttff21 #watchmeh

+

EDITION

16
masterclass:
directing the 
caribbean 
narrative
feature
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We promoted our industry events extensively through the Twitter, Facebook and Instagram accounts of both FILMCO and ttff, as well as 
through branded electronic mailers and webposts on ttfilmfestival.com. The table below is a breakdown of performance of all sponsor-branded 
posts on social media. 

ttff
FACEBOOK

NGC RBL SHELL NLCB OPM
US 

EMBASSY
FILMCO FILM TT

POSTS 114 106 117 83 79 18 13 13

REACH 259,379 246,021 259, 184 207,674 209, 144 55,124 37,550 10,825

ENGAGEMENT 10,712 10,078 10,951 8,887 8,691 1,269 1,093 352

LIKES 996 933 1,062 793 735 143 82 208

SHARES 438 390 438 354 349 27 21 16

ttff 
INSTAGRAM

NGC RBL SHELL NLCB OPM
US 

EMBASSY
FILMCO FILM TT

POSTS 118 114 140 105 85 10 7 7

REACH 72,056 68,228 80,716 64,945 61,405 4,641 3,924 3,785

ENGAGEMENT 7,195 6,925 7,789 6,732 6,358 315 351 267

LIKES 4,845 4,693 5,303 4,547 3.998 222 214 208

SHARES 445 433 480 430 388 16 31 1

ttff 
TWITTER

NGC RBL SHELL NLCB OPM
US 

EMBASSY
FILMCO FILM TT

POSTS 69 22 32 5 1 10 7 8

REACH 46,924 4,251 9,484 765 129 5,211 2,146 3,693

ENGAGEMENT 1,288 132 180 22 2 86 62 95

LIKES 272 49 59 14 2 18 29 31

SHARES 159 9 26 0 0 15 6 9

ttff SPONSOR 
TOTALS

NGC RBL SHELL NLCB OPM
US 

EMBASSY
FILMCO FILM TT

POSTS 301 242 242 193 165 38 27 28

REACH 378,359 318,500 318,500 273,384 270,678 64,976 43,620 18,303

ENGAGEMENT 19,195 17,135 17,135 15,641 15,051 1,670 1,506 714

LIKES 6,113 5,675 5,675 5,354 4,735 383 325 305

SHARES 1,042 832 832 784 737 58 58 26

*Glossary
Reach - The number of individual SM users who have seen a post

Engagement* - The number of times SM users have interacted with a post (likes, comments, shares, clicks)

*Likes and Shares are highlighted for clarity, but are already included in Engagement figures

promotional visibility for branded industry events
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In general, we received incredibly positive feedback across all of our 
industry events; however, below is a sample of the most well-received.

“I felt the energy around the TTFF this year and would like 
to commend and congratulate all of you on a successful 
festival, and for adding value to our filmmaking landscape. 
Thank you for recommending Music & Meaning and 
Planning your Film Festival Strategy Masterclasses, I truly 
found them valuable and worth the time, as I am sure all 
of the other masterclasses, presentations and films were. 
Kathleen McInnis is a great find and I have noted her for 
my next project.” Francis Escayg 

masterclass: music and meaning –  telling your story through music
Presented with the support of the US Embassy

While film is often considered “a visual medium”, an audience’s 
emotional connection to the world and story of the film can be deeply 
enriched by a well-executed film score and soundtrack. Understanding 
just how music can make an impact on audiences is an essential part 
of creating a memorable film.

In this two-part masterclass, composer Miriam Cutler guided 
participants through the process of creating meaningful stories 
through music, by referencing video/film material submitted by 
selected participants. Filmmakers and composers will submitted 1–2 
minute clips of their own work, to use as case studies for discussion 
and learning. 

11 participants
Facebook reach: 7090

Feedback:
“  I learnt some life lessons within 2 days and I couldn’t be 
more grateful for the heads up.” - Jeanine Ruiz
 
“The Music and Meaning masterclass was an invaluable 
opportunity to not only interact and learn from a respected 
composer but to also make connections with fellow 
Caribbean filmmakers.”  Andre Woodvine

masterclass: designing your festival strategy
Presented with the support of the US Embassy

As any independent filmmaker knows, endless time and effort are 
dedicated to the pre-production, production and post-production 
stages of any film project. However, a crucial stage of the process 
which is often overlooked is designing your film festival strategy.

In this masterclass, producer Kathleen McInnis explained the 
importance of planning your festival strategy from the script 
development stages of a project. She gave participants insight into 
the international festival circuit and explained how filmmakers can 
strategically use festivals to achieve their goals, even in this pandemic 
landscape. She used three or four projects by filmmaker participants 
as case studies.

15 participants
Facebook reach: 4570

Feedback:
“Kathleen was just amazing! Not only did she share her 
wealth of knowledge of the mechanics of the industry but 
she spoke straight from her heart, connecting with mine 
and thus the force that drives my work. This meant she 
was able to really drill down and push me towards my 
limits because she made me feel so safe.” Nicola Cross

 
“Thanks for putting on this awesome workshop and 
for making people like Kathleen accessible to local 
filmmakers.” Oliver Milne

masterclass: directing the Caribbean narrative
Sponsored by FilmTT

Directing is an art, one that requires many skills. How does one 
direct and craft an enduring narrative, as a Caribbean filmmaker? 
An authentic Caribbean story that explores universal themes can be 
impactful to a global audience, but what is the most efficient way to 
tell it? Having a clear vision of the film you want to make, confidence 
in your voice as a storyteller and a thorough understanding of 
universal themes that will resonate with global audiences are all vital 
to telling a memorable story. 
 
In this three-part masterclass, Dominican José María Cabral, director 
of “Jaque Mate” (“Checkmate”) and “Carpinteros” (“Woodpeckers”), 
took participants through the art and process of directing, from the 
perspective of a Caribbean storyteller working in the Caribbean 
space. 
 
8 participants
Facebook reach: 12029
 

Feedback:
“The event definitely was an eye opener as young aspiring 
director. It helped in improving my  creative process 
and direction. A lot of useful information. It also helped 
in defining and showing the origin of the Caribbean 
Narrative.” Akkel Charles
 
“Yes, very beneficial to see a different approach and 
perspective to making the ‘Caribbean Film’.”
Ryan Saunders

masterclass: documentary editing
Sponsored by FilmTT

Non-fiction filmmakers know that the documentary is often made in 
the editing room. Documentary editors are one of the key members 
of the non-fiction filmmaking team and are regarded as co-auteurs 
of many films, sometimes sharing credit with the director. With an 
abundance of visual and audio material, how does an editor go about 
constructing a documentary that will lead to a strong and memorable 
film? In this two-part masterclass on documentary editing, renowned 
film editor, Carla Gutierrez – whose films include “RBG”, “Pray Away” 
and “When Two Worlds Collide” – discussed creative approaches to 
documentary editing. She explored the subject of structure, which can 
be challenging for filmmakers working in the documentary genre, as 
well as other key elements of documentary storytelling.

6 participants
Facebook reach: 2322

ttff/21 industry programme highlights
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Feedback:
“Excellent masterclass. A privilege to have had the benefit 
of Carla’s expertise.”  Tracy Farrag  

“Carla’s hands-on experience with editing doubled with 
her experience of meeting the needs of those who create 
her input meant that she spoke the language of both 
editors and the creators of input. This was perfect for me 
as I conceptualise, shoot and edit my own films. The fact 
that so many of her films had strong female characters 
was of course refreshing and much needed.”  Nicola Cross

panel: understanding risk in filmmaking
Sponsored by Shell

Understanding the creative side of producing a great film is not 
always enough to ensure success. Investors need to feel confident in 
the filmmaker’s ability to return a profit. Understanding the business 
side of filmmaking is a valuable asset when approaching investors for 
your film. This knowledge can also help to secure you a continued 
career in the industry. This 90-minute discussion addressed both 
the filmmaker and the investor’s point of view on “risk in filmmaking”. 
The experienced panel, which included C15’ Lorraine O’Connor, 
Bahamian filmmaker Kareem Mortimer and Trinidadian filmmaker, 
Michael Moolheedar, gave insights from these different perspectives 
on how successful filmmakers turn investments into profit, and 
discussed why it’s so important to take the risk and invest. 

Facebook reach: 2112 

Feedback:
“All Caribbean filmmakers should watch. Extremely 
informative. Thnx Kareem, Lorraine, Mikey.” Kevin Adams

“Thanks to all the panelists, moderator and ttff for this 
purposeful discussion.” Dionne McNicol Stephenson

InfoSession: TT Rebate

There are many reasons productions choose to shoot their films 
in Trinidad and Tobago, but one of the most beneficial elements of 
filming in T&T is the Production Expenditure Rebate Programme, 
offered by the Trinidad and Tobago Film Company (FilmTT). This 
programme can save producers money by offering significant “cash 
back” percentages to both local and international producers. In 
this one-hour session, FilmTT’s facilitation officer, Regina Seabrun, 
explained the different rebate programme tiers; which types of 
productions qualify; which production expenses qualify; how to 
calculate rebates; how to apply for the rebate and everything in 
between. The session generated a lively conversation on ttff’s 
Facebook page between filmmakers/ film professionals and the 
FilmTT staff.  

Facebook reach: 3292

Feedback:
“Excellent Regina and FilmTT. This session was needed.” 
Pereira Mandi
 

InfoSession: Locarno Film Festival’s Open Doors Programme

This was a last-minute addition to ttff/21 industry programming. The 
Locarno Film Festival was launching a new ‘Open Doors’ programme, 
to bring a programme of extensive mentoring and industry acumen 
through a co-production hub and producer’s lab, to filmmakers in 
the Caribbean and Latin America. Although Trinidad and Tobago is 
not one of the countries eligible to participate (due to its GDP), we 
felt that it was important for ttff to act as a facilitator for information 
sharing for this important development. We hosted a closed info-
session via Zoom to participants around the Caribbean.

Sign-ups: 23
Facebook reach: 4253
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industry events listing
(not including the events already listed above)

workshops
Sponsored by NGC

Developing the Entrepreneurial Filmmaker
Facilitator: Pip Piper (UK)
Format: Online (Zoom); 1 x 2 hour session
Number of Participants: 8
Facebook reach: 5846

Using screenwriting competitions to ‘break-in’
Facilitator: Kyra Jones (USA)
Format: Online (Zoom); 1 x 2 hour session
Number of Participants: 8
Facebook reach: 25,658

Production design fundamentals
Facilitator: Alexis Johston-Benamou (USA)
Cancelled due to facilitator unavailability

presentations
Sponsored by Republic Bank Ltd

Understanding copyright
Facilitator: Cindy F Daniel (T&T)
Format: Online (Facebook Live); 1 hour session
Facebook Reach: 2273

Distributing your work with FILMCO
Facilitator: Mariel Brown (T&T)
Format: Online (Facebook Live); 1 hour session
Facebook Reach: 1,748

The role of the sound recordist
Facilitator: Cedric Smart (T&T)
Format: Online (Facebook Live); 2.5 hour session
Facebook Reach: 2336

Music clearances in film
Facilitator: Fabien Alfonso (T&T)
Format: Online (Facebook Live); 1 hour session
Facebook Reach: 1209

RBL digital banking solutions for the creative
Format: Online (Facebook Live); 1 hour session
Facebook Reach: 2491

+

EDITION

16

workshop:
production 
design 
fundamentals

with alexis Johnston-
benamou
art director, production 
designer + costumer
fri 24 sept, 5.00pm-7.00pm 
(est)

open to international participants
#ttff21 #watchmeh
brought to you by
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panels
Sponsored by Shell

Narrative Filmmakers Panel
moderator: Teneille Newallo
panellists: Andrés Farías, Ayana Harper, Juliette McCawley, Macha 
Colón, Yannis Sainte-Rose
Format: Online (Facebook Live); 1.5 hour session
Views: 293
Facebook reach: 5633

New Media Panel
moderator: Melanie Archer
panellists: Lisa-Marie Harris, Ada M. Patterson, Alicia Diaz, Keoni 
K. Wright, Laura Iancu, Richard Mark Rawlins
Format: Online (Facebook Live); 1.5 hour session
Views: 233
Facebook reach: 1963

Documentary Panel
moderator: Janine Mendes-Franco
panellists: Alexandra Warner, Eleonore Coyette, François Gruson, 
Nicola Cross, Rudy Hypolite, Ian Harnarine
Format: Online (Facebook Live); 1.5 hour session
Views: 318 
Facebook Reach: 5020

The Caribbean Gaze: Authenticity vs Universality
moderator: Mariel Brown 
panellists: Asha Lovelace, Gabrielle Blackwood, Ian Harnarine, 
Justine Henzell
Format: Online (Facebook Live); 1.5 hour session
Views: 241
Facebook Reach: 4115 

Cultural Appropriation and the Caribbean Space
moderator: Franka Philip
panellists: Alpha Obika, Abeo Jackson
Format: Online (Facebook Live); 1.5 hour session
Views: 310
Facebook Reach: 3321

Misogyny and the Male Gaze
moderator: BC Pires
panellists: Nicola Cross, Ryan Lee, Sue Ann Barratt
Format: Online (Facebook Live); 1.5 hour session
Views: 189
Facebook Reach: 3441
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ttff talks
Sponsored by NGC

…with zak ové 
moderators: Marsha Pearce + Atillah Springer

Visual artist, filmmaker and curator, Zak Ové has built a career 
around a visual iconography that is both recognisably Caribbean 
and seems at home in a variety of international spaces. Elder 
son of filmmaker Horace Ové, Zak is also actively involved in 
documenting and preserving his father’s legacy. In this ttff talk, art 
writer and educator, Marsha Pearce, and cultural activist, Atillah 
Springer will delve into Ové’s creative practice as well as his role 
in preserving his father’s substantial legacy.

Views: 223
Facebook reach: 6798

…with michèle stephenson
moderator: Georgia Popplewell

Three-time Emmy-nominated Canadian filmmaker and artist 
Michèle Stephenson draws on her Panamanian and Haitian roots 
to tell stories. In this in-depth discussion, we will plumb her mission 
to elucidate the experiences of marginalised communities of 
colour, and explore her creative routes to creating compelling films.

Views: 104
Facebook reach: 1532
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industry participant feedback
In surveys circulated to industry programme participants for the 
workshops and masterclasses, the following key takeaways were 
noted (as averaged with 5 being the highest rating possible and 1 the 
lowest): 

4.83 event rating

4.74 event content and pace

4.89 facilitator preparedness

Participants also noted the following as the most valuable takeaways 
for them from the events:

• Building possible networks
• Learning from facilitators with creative and practical know-how
• Finding a sense of community in shared experiences among     
  participants and facilitators
• Greater insights into the workings of the international industry

“Lots of great insider info!!!! And empowering advice!!”- Tanuja 
Devi Jagernauth on ‘Using Screenwriting Competitions to 
‘Break In’ workshop

Insofar as critical feedback:
• There was some frustration expressed that the Locarno  
  Open Doors Programme was not open to Trinidad and Tobago  
  filmmakers, with participants questioning why ttff would host     
  such an event. This notwithstanding, we tried to make it clear  
  to all attendees that getting to know the programme directors,  
  and signing up to use Locarno’s online tools would widen their  
  networks and could prove beneficial down the line.
• In some cases, our best reviewed events were also         
  accompanied by pleas from participants for more time!

We experienced some technical difficulties during the live streamed 
events (Facebook, YouTube) which were, in general, associated with 
connectivity issues for our online participants (based on the strength 
of their wifi and the quality/ age of their computers). In addition, the 
strain on our selected software was most evident during the closing 
awards ceremony in which we were overly ambitious with the number 
of participants we included. Certainly, to mitigate this in the future, we 
will need to do more pre-testing at scale to manage the online stream 
more effectively and seamlessly.
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ttff/21 and social media

We approached the social media schedule for ttff/21 with the overarching strategy to fill folks’ timelines and feeds with festival happenings from 
the beginning of September, and then to utliise platforms such as Facebook and Instagram to disseminate live events and prompt audience 
participation through the posting of questions and comments, which the FILMCO tech lead for that event would then communicate to the event 
participants or facilitators.

Hosting ttff/21 online gave us an opportunity to connect with new audiences, inviting people to “attend” who might not have had the chance 
otherwise. We also observed that there were many new customers who bought more than one pass and watched more than one film package. 
This was equally the case with our industry events, which included participants from all over the world! 

These notwithstanding, the social media picture for ttff/21 is a mixed bag, which, we suspect, reflects a growing Covid malaise within the 
society which lead people, paradoxically, to engage less in the online space for their entertainment. It is also apparent from the year on year 
comparisons that 2020 was something of a blip in that we experienced much higher rates of engagement than previously, and those rates fell 
somewhat in 2021, reflecting a more even pattern of growth over the period 2018 to 2021.

ttff 
FACEBOOK

TOTALS ANNOUNCE. INDUSTRY FILMS INTERVIEWS MERCH

Posts 297 64 107 43 83 2

Reach 347,552 190,505 97,773 44,978 14,296 1,289

Engagement 15,742 8,546 4,208 1,627 1,361 35

Likes 1,817 751 478 344 244 23

Shares 753 294 189 175 95 1

Link Clicks 2,726 2,092 533 75 26 2

ttff 
INSTAGRAM

TOTALS ANNOUNCE. INDUSTRY FILMS INTERVIEWS MERCH

Posts 199 65 44 62 28 7

Reach 123,969 54,670 21,345 34,774 13,180 3,227

Engagement 10,864 4,639 1,372 3,833 1,020 241

Likes 7,304 3,222 855 2,512 715 204

Shares 766 398 49 269 50 3

Link Clicks 69 36 13 13 7 0
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ttff TWITTER

TOTALS ANNOUNCE INDUSTRY FILMS INTERVIEWS MERCH

Posts 322 86 70 147 19 6

Reach 115,834 31,880 50,054 28,808 5,092 1,409

Engagement 3,199 839 1,079 1,088 193 63

Likes 697 210 190 246 51 11

Shares 1,076 812 85 154 25 8

Link Clicks 298 99 80 115 4 0

ttff 
SOCIAL MEDIA 
TOTALS

TOTALS ANNOUNCE INDUSTRY FILMS INTERVIEWS MERCH

Posts 818 215 221 252 130 15

Reach 587,355 277,055 169,172 108,560 32,568 5,925

Engagement 29,805 14,024 6,659 6,548 2,574 339

Likes 9,818 4,183 1,523 3,102 1,010 238

Shares 2,595 1,504 323 598 170 12

Link Clicks 3,093 2,227 626 203 37 2

Year on year 
comparisons

2021 2020 2019 2018

FB Reach 347,552 311,575 252,311 139,917

FB Engagement 15,742 23,978 13,854 12,988

FB Posts 297 217 174 119

IG Reach 123,969 195,944 132,241 101,732

IG Engagement 10,864 15,358 9,663 7,799

IG Posts 199 282 212 190

TW Reach 115,834 136,577 67,600 67,200

TW Posts 322 330 165 125
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social media numbers expressed as graphs

Total Facebook posts, 2021: 297

Total Instagram posts, 2021: 199
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Total Twitter posts, 2021: 332
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audience feedback as captured on social media

Justine Henzell @JustineHenzell Aug 24 Congrats and 
thank you @ttfilmfestival for staging another festival in challenging 
circumstances @jaftaonline @WiftJamaica

Malaika @Malaika8607 Sep 2 Y’all know I love a film festival and 
September is our @ttfilmfestival which is always a highlight for me! 
The lineup so far looks amazing so don’t miss out!

Blackloungefilms @blackloungefilm Sep 20 Our films matter. 
Our lives matter - globally. Being Black around the globe has a story 
that must be told. Thank you @ttfilmfestival for creating an excellent 
showcase of our stories and talent. Get your $20 passes now!

certified blogger boy @saidahjoseph Sep 23 This year’s film 
festival really is the gift that keeps on giving. Every live lime, panel 
discussion and film I’ve seen has brought me tremendous joy and 
newfound knowledge. Can’t wait to see what more @ttfilmfestival
has in store!!!

Kafi Kareem @kafikareem Sep 20 Here how @ttfilmfestival 
sweet like sugar. They invited me back to the festival this year for 
their opening night Q&As! Let’s see... I’m building a movie company 
@storyplaytv and you got folks paying cash money for Caribbean 
movies? YES!!!! #ttff21

Visit Trinidad @exploretrinidad Sep 23 The @ttfilmfestival is on 
through September 28! This year, ‘ttff/21 includes screenings of over 
120 shorts, features, narrative films, documentaries, and experimental 
films which explore the Caribbean experience’. Purchase tickets here: 
https://ttfilmfestival.com

certified blogger boy @saidahjoseph Sep 28 I’m sitting in 
dismay as the reality that I’ve seen my last @ttfilmfestival  ttff/21 
film hits.  Seven days of culture, cinema and caribbean community 
being displayed. It was a vibe!!!

ivonnecotorrueloWe are devoted to our audience. Thanks @
ttfilmfestival for making it possible. This year was fantabulous!

Sami Khan @samikhanfilm Sep 8 Ecstatic to be having the 
Caribbean Premiere of THE LAST OUT at Flag of Trinidad & 
Tobago @ttfilmfestival later in Sept! I know our participants’ tale of 
migration and sacrifice resonates across the Caribbean. Only wish 
we could all be there in Port of Spain to celebrate in-person!

Madame Pipi Film @MadamePipiFilm We’ll be limin’ live on 
@ttfilmfestival IG TODAY at 5pm talking about MADAME PIPI 
virtual screening Wed. 9/22. Get your cocktails ready today and 
your tickets to see this unique doc and other amazing films from 
the Diaspora.

Jennifer Holness @justjenholness Sep 28 Hey beautiful 
folks!! Tune in LIVE on Instagram today as I will be talking about 
@SODdocumentary with @ttfilmfestival  - it’s going to be a 
conversation you don’t want to miss! Follow @ttfilmfestival on 
Instagram !

Manon de Reeper @manondereeper Sep 28 Recording of the 
live interview with the 
@ttfilmfestival about #Uncontrol available below! Great to wrap up 
this wonderful fest like this! So fantastic to get love back from the 
Caribbean when I love it so much Two heartsGrowing heart https://
fb.watch/8jlEIiAbUE/
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ttff on film freeway

As previously mentioned, this is the second year that we have used 
the online platform, Film Freeway, as our exclusive film submission 
portal. It’s worth noting that, on our film freeway account, we have 
received five star reviews across all categories of user feedback.

Overall rating

Quality

Value

Communication

Hospitality

Networking

filmmaker feedback from film freeway

“TTFF will always be a special festival to me, it’s such a great 
way to meet other Caribbean filmmakers and see what the 
best in the region has to offer. The panels this year were really 
interesting and there was a wide range of topics to choose 
from. I was very glad to be featured this year and considering 
that everything was online, the ttff did a commendable job....I’m 
already looking forward to next year.” Ayana Harper

“This is such a fabulous quality film festival! What a pleasure to 
be a part of it! Even as an online event this year, there were so 
many events and q&a’s for everyone to be a part of. The quality 
of the films really showcase the best of caribbean films!!!” 
Lorraine Jones Molina

website

During ttff/21, we were able to seamlessly merge the viewing of films 
with the tt film festival website, creating a one-stop-shop for audiences 
who could check the daily schedule, read up about films, buy tickets 
and watch films all at ttfilmfestival.com. This was the most successful 
integration of the streaming platform (Eventive) with the informational/ 
booking aspect of the festival, and we would hope to operate the 
online aspect of the film festival in this way moving forward. 

ttfilmfestival.com
01 to 28 September 2021: 54,303 Pageviews across 19,829 
Sessions by 12,731 users

Total Numbers of Users by Country (top five countries)

Country Users

Trinidad and Tobago 4,866

United States 3,196

Canada 601

United Kingdom 546

Jamaica 496
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trinidad+tobago film festival moving forward

Projections about the pandemic suggest that it is likely to be with us for some time to come, so 
FILMCO, much as all other event organisers, will continue to challenge ourselves to innovate and flex 
as the evolving pandemic requires. We are buoyed by the integration of digital platforms and solutions 
into the everyday lives of people, and will continue to grow our online programming and reach, while 
finding creative ways to support networking and community. This notwithstanding, we hope to be 
able to return to some ‘in person’ events in 2022, as these are the most beneficial to filmmakers and 
audiences alike, and will allow us to reconnect with our traditional festival audience. We hope to be 
able to re-launch the Caribbean Film Mart – or a similar market event – in 2022. 

We are excited to be partnering with the European Film Market to have two Caribbean filmmakers 
– Trinidad and Tobago’s Teneille Newallo and Volney Smith from Barbados – participating in 
mentorship and training sessions in January and February 2022, through EFM’s doc and fiction 
toolbox programmes, which culminate in attendance at the market. With close links to the Berlinale, 
the European Film Market is one of the top three meeting places of the international film and media 
industries. Over a period of eight days, around 10,000 representatives of the international film and 
media industries – primarily producers, buyers and sales agents, distributors and financiers – come 
together to network, exchange, inform themselves and do business.

Quoting filmmaker and activist Ava DuVernay again seems absolutely apropos. “Onward!” 
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